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In railway materials, such as rails, tyres, axles, coup- ' 
lings, etc., the streses developed under normal working 
conditions are more or less suddenly applied. Again in 
machinery and engines the stresses are of a :3imilar 
charact er. The ordinary tension tests, in which the load 
is gradually applied, do not . always reveal the capacity 
of the material to withstand suddenly applied loads, but 
this property is best determined by subjecting specimens 
of the material to shock in a suitable impact machine. The 
subject of impact tests. and the most suitable impact ma
chines and apparatus. has been much investigated during 
the last few years, chiefly owing to the efforts of the In ter
n ational Association for Testing Materials. A Society 
which is daily growing in importance and usefuln0s3, and 
which has done more than any other, to establish the 
methods of t esting the materials of construction up on H 

sound scientific and practical basis. The effect of the 
blow, on specimens of materials subject€d t o impact, de
pends not only on the weight, and height of drop of t lw 
hammer , but also upon the weight of the anvil , and it, 
foundation supporting the specimens. Fig, 1 illustrate~ 

an impact testin g machine, designed by Prof . Martens, of 
Berlin, and used in the author 's laboratory, This machine 
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can be used for a great vari€ty of tests, and fig . 2 shows th e 
method of using it for tension tests . 

. flG.1. 
The machine is provided with a variety of hammers, 

and the anvil weighs 22.5 t imes as much as the heaviest 
ram ' employed. The anvil is set upon a concrete found
ation , quite distinct from the foundation of the building. 
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The arrangements for making tension tests shown in fig. 2, 
may be objected to, as a port ion of the energy of the blow 
is necesaril;r absorbed by the aux iliary appliances for hold
ing the specimen, but with stan dard test bars there is no 
difficulty in the determination of the r elative shuck r esist
a nce of various mater ials under a blow from .a hammer 
of given' weight falling from a given height under similar 
conditions. Fig. 3 shows the lower porl i0n of the Fre
mont 's machine for impact tests. The design is made 
-double so that two may operate on the same machine. at the 

~ 

same time. The hammers weigh 20 and 30 pounds respec
tively, and t he anvils are bolted on opposit e side of the 
base the whole weighing not more than 1500lb., This machine 
enables the oper at or to break the specimen with a single 
blow, and measure the r esidual energy still remaining in 
the hammer. The hammer is made to f all upon a cap 
which compresses two springs, the motion of which is mul
t iplied by means of a lever. The specimens used are 3-Sin. 
wide, 5-16in. thick, l 1,4in. long, with a saw cut 1-16il1. 
-deep. 
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It is, of course, impossible in the tension tests to avoid 
a portion of the energy of the blow being absorbed by the
auxilliary appliances 'for holding the specimen, hut with 
standard test pieces, hammer and heights of qrop, reliable
results can be obtained. 

Fig. 4 shows a pendulum impact machine designed 
by IVL G. Charpy*, which is an excellent machine of its 
kind. Like Fremont's machine, the actual work absorbed 
by the test piece can he accurately determined when the· 

spe~imen is factured by a :,ingle blow; but in Charpy's 
machine it is merely necessary to note the difference in the 
heights of the departure and the arrival of the hammer. 
'rhe weights of t he r am used in Charpy'" machine are 
50 and 300 kilos .. and the f orm of the r am is so arranged 
that the plane of the blade which produces the shock 
passes through the centre of gravity of the oscillating 
syst em. 

Pendulum I mpact Testin g Machines have been de
si gned and used by Prof. Rudeloff and others. The 
author has adopted the smaller Charpy machine, which is 
also provided with an arrangement for making tension 

* Civil Ellgill eer ILL i::l t . Jacques' !\lontlucOll Fllctories. 
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test~, in which the energy absorbed is breaking the speci
men by means of a single blow is determined. 

THE GUILLERY 'IMP ACT TESTING MACHINE: 
The Guillery apparatus is illustrated in figs. 5, 6 and 

7, and is distinguished by its small size, compared with 
other machines for impact tests. The test pieces used are 
60 x 10 x 10 m.m.m. sizt'o aud a square notch is cut in the 
.centre 2 m.m. wide , by 2 nU11. deep. 

It consists essentially of a perfectly balanced steel 
fly wheel, B, carrying on its periphery the knife, A , which 
fradures the test bars. The spindle of the fly wheel is 
-carried' 'on' ball hearings when running free, and on plain 
bearings of large size at the moment when the blow is 
<1elivered. The bearings are supported on a cast-iron 
frame work of sufficient mass not to be injured by the 
shoc'k or the subsequent r eactions, C. The fly wheel if; 
-set in motion by hand or meehanically until it attains f;0 
great a velocity that :-

a.. The energy accumulated in the mass is greater thar:. 
that which is required to break the test piec@, and 
that-

b. The velocity of impact is the same as that usually 
employed in Fragility test, 1:.e., is a velocity equal 
to that of a body falling freely from a height of 
four metres. 

The tty-wheel is driven through the agen('Y of a cylin
<1rical disengaging gear, the moving clutch of which is 
eaITied by a lever F. The lever is fastened to the frame 
of the machine when the clutch is out of gear; but when 
it is released, a spring throws the dut<-.h in again, and the 
:fly-wheel can be revolved lmtil it acquirfs the necessary 
-speed, either by means of the hand crank E, or by meanE! 
()f a belt running over the grooyed pulley. 

The notched bar .is carried between light jaws on a 
moveablf anvil of cast-steel,' H, faced with a flush plate of 
hardened steel, where the blow falls. A coil . sprjng of 
considerable strength tends to pUf;h the anvil towards the 
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f1G.7 

fIG .6. 
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'fly-wheel, i ,e., to bring it into the necessary position for ~the 
notched bar to r eceive a blow from the revolving knife. 
Attached to the anvil is the mechanism that prevents 'the 
test piece from coming under ' the h'!1mmer before 
proper time arrives. The mechanism in question consists of 
3; , cam engaging the anvil, carried on a spindle which is 
free to move in a longitudinal direction, but which cannot 
1J"0tate without rotating the cam. The l'lpindle is provided 
with a spring tending to dr aw it back towards the operator, 
and to keep it in such a position that the cam engages with 
the anvil. When 'the operating lever G is pulle.9., it draws 
the anvil away from the fly-wheel, and a lateral projection 
at the end of the spindle near the fly-wheel assumes a 
horizoJ)tal position. When the lever is next pushed away 
from the operator, the spindle is also pUl'lhed towards the 
fly-wheel until the lateral projection at the far end receivt)s ' 
a light blow from the knife edge the first time it cornel> 
round, immediately the projection is so struck, the spindle 
rotates, the cam disengages from the anvil, the anvil assumes 
its working position without loss of time; and at the 
next revolution of the fly-wheel, the knife edge descw ds 
upon the test-piece. The tachometer is a small centrifugal 
pump with vertical axis D, showing at a glance from the 
level of the water in a graduated tube the velpcity at any 
moment, and the work absorbed. A safety device is fitted 
to the machine that renders it impossible to place a sample 
upon the anvil, or even to move the jaws when th~ anvil is 
freed from the withholding cam. The fly-wheel is sUr
rounded with a case of cast-iron to protect the operator 
from flying pieces, 

The work accumulated in the mass is 60 kg., the velo
city of impact 8800 m., corresponding to 293 revolutions. 
The author has used this apparatus for a variety of tests, 
3nd has found it as satisfactory as it is jngenious, 

The machine shown in fig. 1 may also be used to de
termine the energy absorbed in breaking the test piece by 
means of a single blow, and the author is arranging to apply 
it in this manner to beams of Australian timber. It can 
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also be applied in a similar manner to impact tests of 
beams of steel- and other materials. The method will be 
more fully described later, but it consists of a recording 
drum upon which the diagram is produced by means of a 
pencil attached to the falling weight; also of a tuning fork 
record from which the velocity of the falling weight at 
any instant is determined. 

Impact tests consist of bulging or upsetting tests of 
materials, in metals such as cast-iron and steel, using small 
cyllllders, and in timber using small prisms subjected to 
sudden compression. Impact tests of beams supported at 
the ends and struck in the centre, as practiced for railway 
axles, and on smaller specimens of material notched on the 
tension side. 

Impact tension tests, where, however , the energy actu-
-a~ly ab:;;orbed by the t est piece is much more difficult to 
determine. All these tests may be made either with a num
ber of blows, or by means of a single blow. The method 
of making such tests will now be described, awl thp, law of 
similarity in the form of the test pieces, and the ('onditions 
nnder which the tests are made such as in regard to 
the time interval between the blows, must be clearly borne 
JJl mind, and rigidly observed if the results are required 
to .i'~ SbId!,}' 2.ompardble _ 

Upsetting (or B u lging) tests:-

A prismatic or cylindrical body IS used of length l. 
and diameter d) such that:-

l = d, or l = O.SHod, 

:. v a = 1 
l 

The gross work done on the body eq. Wh. , in connec
tion with the "lhortening or upsetting - 1... The specific 
impact or work absorbed per unit of volume, compared 
with the unit of length is:-

I.. 
- l 
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If v eq. the volume of a body in cubic inches, and w 
i ts weight in pounds, the specific work <If impact is:-

. Wit; . Wit 
't = - -or t 

D W 

The upsetting will be :-

A. l - II' t ( I ) T= - l- or In per cen . = 1 - -/- 100. 

If the body does not change its volume during deformation 
there will be a relation between the latered length and dia
meter denoted by II and d l reRpectively, which neglecting 
bulging ~:-

1 
or when d = I = 1, II = £" 

I 

when l . = 0.RH6d, ll' = O.88~. 
di 

Effect vI Spee,d.-The work done by the falling weight 
Whn. where n is the number of drops waR found by Kick 
to not afi'p,et the results noticeably with eertain metals. In 
lead wher8 d ep. l eq. 0.59 in., under an impact of 12.5 foot 
jJeJUnds, or for v eq. 0.16 cubic in. 

i' = 70.1 ~lbs. 
V 

he found the following results:-

_ ______ Im-,-PR_c_t. _ _ __ -;-__ ___ 1 __ 2 __ ,_3_ 

a. Height of drop, II = 10ft. ; weight of 
ball, W = 1.25lbs. 19.3 35.J 47% 

b. Height ofdrop"h ' 0.85ft'.; weight of 
ball, IV = 14.751bl>. 19,8 34.4 46'3% 

._---- _._--'---
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The velocities of impact are 25.4, and 7.2 feet per 
second r espectively; 01'-

Va _ 3 5 
-----

Vb 1 

Under similar conditions ,for other lead cylinders

It = l = 0.7 and i = 46.5 ~. lbs. he found :-
V 

Jmpa<.:t. 2 3 4 I . 1 
---------- ;- ---1-- --- - - --- ---

a. Drop It - 10ft.; 'Ii = 
25.4 ft. per sec. 

b. Drop It = 0.85; 1: = 
7.2ft. per bed. 

15.1 

15.1 

256 31.8 41.8% 

26.5 35.9 44.4% 

Therefore the effect of striking velocity does not appear 
to be great. 

Under similar conditions rupture is produced in geo
metrically similar bodies of identical material by identical 
amounts of specific impact. Prof. Martens has proposed'the 
term, "Crushing' factor, " for the specific impact in ft. , lb., 
which, when -applied to a body of funda,meqtal shape 
(~:pnere, cube standard, plug) in a single blow wIll either' 
just produce rupture, or crushing eq. 80 pel' cent. 

Marten's has prop0sed the following methods of pro
cedure in impact upsetting tests. Five plugs are necessary" 
the first is struck with a number of blows each equal to a 
specific impact of i, the :'3econd plug 2i, the third of ill. 
The fourth and fifth are to be struck with one blow pl''O
ducing 'rupture of the plug, or shortening of 80 per cent., 
the specific impact of the final blow is estimated from the
previous series. The following values of i are recom
mended:-

1. For soft metals (lead, etc.), ~ eq. 2.96 ft., lb. per 
cubic, inch. 

2. For cast-iron, i eq. 29.6 ft., lb. per cubic inch. 
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3. For copper, broJ;lze, and soft alloys, i eq . . .59.2 ft., lb. J. 

per cubic inch. . 
4. For iron and stronger metals, i eq. 118.4 ft., lb. per 

cubic inch . . 
Although it has been shown by Kick that the wdocity 

of impact exerts a small influence on the deformation of 
lead; generally it has' been found that, heavy blows 'produce 
greater deformation than light blows of equat specific im
pact. Under equal impact Wh., heavier weights of hammer 
produce greater deformation. 

Impact TranSVe1"Se T ests.- The impact transverse test 
generally known as the drop-test, is made by placing a bar 
across two supports, and dropping a hamm~r or ram so as 
to strike it suddenly in the centre, the number of blows 
necessary to produce rupture, or a definite deflection is 
noted, and the total work done is, n Who ft. lb. 

FIG.8. 

The deflection V 1, fig. 8, is measured by means of a three
legged compass, or a straight edge of length l , is placed 
upon the npper surface of the t est piece, its encls touching 
the points dd, fig. 8, and the deflection V measured by 
means of ,a slide at the centre of the straight edge. 

The dTop-test is lalrgely used for testing axles, tyres, 
and otheT railway material, and ruJes are given in the 
British Standa.rd Specifications, in regard to weight of 
hammer usually a ton, height of drop, and span in the 
case of axles. The ruJes adopted by the Germ~n rail.'way 
managements provided that :-

F~or r,a;jls l eq. 11llctre, t(j)tal length eq. 1.3 metres. 
For axles l eq. 1.5 metTes. 
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The deflection of both axles and rails is to be measured 
on the upper surface, and always in relation to the original 
distance be"tween the hearings" after each blow. 

For rails, blows of 10,800, 7200, and 6400 ft", lb., are 
used when they exceed 48 pounds per yard. For axles 
21,650 ft., lb. blows are given always on the same side of 
the test specimen. Locomotive axles are tested under blows 
of 39,750 ft., lb. (23 ft. x 1760 lb.), and tender axles under 
30,280 ft. ; lb. blows (23 x 1320 lb.) Tyres are tested ver
tically under the drop with 21,630 foot lb. blows, and the 
vertical depressiqn and lateral spreading is measured on 
the inside diameter by means of sliding callipers" When 
considered necessary the rupture of rails, axles, and tyres 
may be induced by nicking. Test pieces for the ordinary 
statical tension tests are usually cut out of the lelist injured 
pieces. 

The heads and flallges of rails are divided into spaces 
near the centre, and generally spacing lines are marked on 
all test pieces in order to determine the compression or 
extension of the most strained ·portions. Riders are used 
to protect " the divisions provided with grooves. 

It is a great advantage to be able to record automati
cally the sp.ccessive amounts of deformation and set, and 
the rebound of the hammer. A recording drum with its axis 
wrtical may be connected to the fixed guides of the machine, 
and the length of the drum should be large enough to allow 
a pencil, attached to the falling hammer, to remain always 
in contact with it throughout the whole height of the 
drop. A tuning folk, attached to the frame-work support
ing the drum spindle, is arranged to record the time as 
the drum revolves, producing a wave line, giving the data 
for calculating the velocity of the hammer at the instant 
of striking the blow; or, in some cases, where facture occurs, 

"the velocity of the hammer, after fracture ." When a speci
men is subjected to a series of blows from a hammer falling 
from successively increasing heights. the record ohtained 
for, :say, 7 blows is ·siniilar' to "fig. 9. Whether the test is in 
connection with a beam, a prism subjected to compression, 
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or a tension piece, the record enables the rebound of the ' 
hammer, the deformation, and set, of the specimen to be 
determined, and the tuning fork record provides the neces
sary data for calculating the velocity, although this is not 
so necessary with a number of blows as with a single blow 
causing fracture. 

Ji 
'"'1\ ~ll 

_7 6 s 4 2 f 

Complete failure by tens i on 

Record of Impact Bending Test. 

FIG .S. 
The elastic limit in such tests is usually fixed at the 

point wher e t he deflection suddenly increases, at thi s. 
limit a sudden increase in the set of the speci
men as well as a maximum rebound of the hammer usually 
occurs. In making the test the hammer is allowed barely 
to touch the specimen , and a li ght line is then drawn on 
the drum. The weight of the, hammer is then allowed to 
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fest upon the specimen, a ze::"o or datum line is drawn, 
and the deflection nnder the dead weight of the hammer is 
noted. 

T T 

O----.------L----------~~~----------------O' 

(fa 
E 

c 
{f Po",f ofRuplura. 

/ 

T- T -luning fork record. 

0 -0' -dotam l ine . 

Record of imJacl test. Specim en r~?tared 'Jndu sms/eb/ollJ_ 

FIG .IO. 
The blows of a weight dropped from increasing heights 

are delivered to the specimen, and a ser ies of records are 
taken on the drum similar to fig. 9. 

Let W eq. the weight of the hammer in pounds. 
h eq. the height of drop in inches. 
v eq. the deflection at elastic limit in inches below 

the zero line. 
l eq. the length of the span in inches. 

d eq. the depth of the beam in inches. 
b eq. the width of the beam in inches. 
t\ eg. the deflection caused by a static load TV. 

6. = (1) + VI) ; H = (h + v) , 

EL eq. the fibre stress at the elastic limit in pounds 
per sq. in. 
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E eq. the modulus of elasticity in pounds per 
, sq. in. 

M.Ri. eq. the modulus of resilience in pounds pel' 
cubic inch of the specimem, where volume eq. 
lbd cubic inches. 

The elastic limit is determined by plotting H against 
f:, 2, and noting on the diagram the point where the 

height of the drop ceases to be proportional to the square 
of the deflection i 

From any height of drop below the elastic limit thm; 
determined, we have:-

fit (71 + v) = P (v + v,) = p f:, (1.) 
z 2 

Where P eq. the total load on the beafU at the elastic 
limit in pounds. 

It may be shown that:-
p = 48 f:, EI 

l3 

Where I is the moment of inertia of the cross-section of 
the beam = .!- bil3 for rectangular cross-sections. . u 

:. TV (h + v) = 24~:f:, 2 (2.) 

Fibre stress at elastic limit:-
If the beam is rectangular, and loaded in the centre :

p _ 2.E.L X hd-2 

- ---Z-s--

Substituting in equation (1) 
WR _ 2 x R L X brl2 f:, 

- 3 x 2 x l 
BWHl 

:.E.L=~ 
bd 2 f:, 

Modulus of elasticity:-
. PlS 

Smce:- f:, = 4SRI 

W H ' 2F:bdS f:, 2 

[3 

(3 .) 

( 4.) 

(5 .) 

(6.) 
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In terms of E.L. 
KL X l"S 

6d £::" 

Modulus of r esilience:

M.RI: = WEl 
tb,t 

(7. ) 

(8.) 

The following results, Table 1., were obtained by Prof. 
W. K. Hatt, and are given to illustrate the method :-Tim
ber "Pinus tmda," l eq. 34. in. , b eq. 2.65 in. , d eq. 2.04 in.;. 
weight of hammer 50 pounds. 

TABLE 1. 

No. Height of Deflection in Rebound in Set in Difference of (V + V l)2 
of Drop. inches,' inches. inches Head inches. 

blow It v h 
- - - - -------

I 2.26 .30 1.73 .OU 2.56 .102 
" :t 4.26 .41 3.12 .01 4.67 .185 

3 6.26 .52 4.32 .02 6.78 .292 
4 8.26 .60 5.27 .03 8.86 .384 
(j 10.26 .70 6.5"1 .04 10.9(; .518 
5 12.26 .78 7.2S . . 05 13.04 .640 
7 14.26 .88 8.06 .06 15.12 .774 
8 16.26 .95 8.70 .08 17.21 .941 
!) 18.26 . 1.05 9.26 .10 19.31 1.145 

10 20.26 

Complete failure in tension occurred at the ninth blow. 
'rhe value of V was 0.02 inches. 

IMPACT TESTS UNDER A SINGLE BLOW. 

If it is desired to determine the energy necessary to· 
produce rupture by a single blow, with a drop hammer im
pact machine, provided vvith a revolving drum, tuning fork 
and pencil on the ha.mmer , the following method has been 
proposed by P ro£. H at t. The height of fall must be greater 
than that r equired to produce rupture, and the residual 
energy resident in the hammer after rupture is found from 
the di agram recorded on the revolving drum. F ig. 10 shows 
the kind of dia.gram obtained. where t he zero datum line
' :; determined as before. 
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Before contact of the haIllIller in falling: upon the 
hearn, the curve described is A.B., the hammer is then re
tarded by the resistance of the beam as shown by the curve, 
B.C., where the point C indicates the rupture of the beam, 
and the curve changes again to C.E.. which is similar to 
A.B. Neglecting the loss of energy due to friction and 
yielding of the parts of the apparatus, we may assume that 
the haIllIller falls through a distance (h + btl to some point 
D below C. A t angent t o the curve, C.E., is drawn at D, 
and the vertical and horizontal components II and {ll are 
determined as shown. The values of 11 snd III are deter
bined by means of the tuning fork record, and the 
velocity at D is the distance /.1 divided \15y the time; call 
this V d • 

'rhe total energy expended is w (b + hi), and this is 
equal to:-

a. The energy e xpended on the specimen. 
b. The energy remaining in the hammer \at D. 
W (h + hi) = work done on specimen + -f J'l Vd ~ where 

111 = mass of TV. 
M V n + = TVli d ; where hd = velocity, head at d. 

:. Work ex:pend~d on the specimen is:
IV (II + h, - hd). 

The rupture work per cubic inch is:-

M.Ri = rv (II. + h, - lid) 
lbd 

IMPACT 'rESTS ON NOTCHED BARS. 

Impact tests on notched specimens supported at each 
end, and struck with a hammer falling from a given height. 
may also be made by means of a number of blows, or by 
means of a single blow. The notches are made on the side 
,of the test piece subjected to t ension, and, should be of 
definite geomet rical foum , triangular, r edan gular', or circu
lar. Figs. 11 and 12 represent two forms used by the 
author, recommended by the International Society for test
ing materials. 




